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The purpose of this note is the following: (1) To get an upper bound for the number
of monic irreducible polynomials in F
q
[„ ] obtained by changing coefficients of
a polynomial in lower degree terms. (2) To generalize the Titchmarsh Linnik divisor
problem to polynomial ring F
q
[„ ] and prove an asymptotic formula for this divisor
function. ( 1998 Academic Press
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Let n (x) be the number of primes not exceeding x and let d(x) be the
number of positive divisors of x. The following two classical theorems were
deduced from the Large Sieve Inequality, the Brun—Titchmarsh Inequality,
and Bombieri’s Theorem:
(1) Montgomery—Vaughan and Selberg proved (cf. [1, p. 6])
n (x#y)!n (x)(2y/ln y.
This inequality gives an upper bound for the number of primes in short
intervals.
(2) (The Titchmarsh Linnik divisor problem). We have (cf. [2, p. 111])
+
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276 NOTEwhere / is Euler’s phi-function and the implied constant depends only on the
positive integer l.
Let F
q
be a finite field with q elements and let A"F
q
[„ ] be the polynomial
ring of one variable. Let A
`
(resp. I) be the set of monic polynomials (resp.
irreducibles) in A. For any f3A
`
, let q ( f ) be the number of monic divisors of
f. In [3], we have established a Large Sieve Inequality and a Brun—Titch-
marsh Inequality for A. In this note, we are interested in the analogues of the
above classical problems for polynomial ring A. The main results in this note
are:
(1) (An upper bound for the number of irreducibles in short intervals). Let
f3A
`
and let N be a positive integer such that N(deg f. Then the number of
irreducible polynomials p3I such that deg(p!f )4N does not exceed
2 )
qN`1
N#2 .
This gives us an upper bound for the number of irreducible polynomials in
I obtained by changing the coefficients of f in lower terms of degrees 4N. In
fact, we obtain a more general result in Theorem 2.3.
(2) (The Titchmarsh Linnik divisor problem for A). An analogue of
Titchmarsh Linnik divisor problem for A is given by (Theorem 3.2)
+
p1|I,$%' p1/N
q (p
1
!g)"/(g)
q$%'g
) qN <
p|I,pPg
A1#
1
q$%' p (q$%' p!1)B
#OA
qN ) ln N
N B ,
where g a fixed non-zero polynomial, / (g) the order of the unit group
A/(g))C, and the implied constant depends only on g. Since the number of
p
1
3I, deg p
1
"N is asymptotic to qN/N (cf. Eq. (3.1)), the average number of
monic irreducible factors of p
1
!g is about c
g
deg p
1
"c
g
N for some con-
stant c
g
. The unsolved twin prime problem for F
q
[„ ] says that for large N,
there exists at least one monic irreducible polynomial p
1
such that deg p
1"N and p
1
!g is also an irreducible, in other words, q(p
1
!g)"1.
2. AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE NUMBER OF IRREDUCIBLES
IN SHORT INTERVALS
Let notation A, A
`
, I, and / be as in Section 1. For 0Of3A, the absolute
value D f D is defined to be q$%' f. Let N be a positive integer, and fix f3A. For
NOTE 277each irreducible p3I with deg p51, let a
p
be a real number satisfying
0(a
p
41. Let X be a subset of A satisfying
d (X
p
)4a
p
) Dp D"a
p
)d (A/pA),
where X
p
LA/pA denotes the canonical image of X in the quotient group
A/pA and d(S) denotes the cardinality of a set S. Let X( f, N ) denote the
subset of X consisting of g3X with deg(g!f )4N. In [3, Theorem 3.2], we
deduced an arithmetic version of a Large Sieve Inequality for A.
THEOREM 2.1. ‚et N, f, X and a
p
be as above. For all integers K we have
d (X( f, N)) )‚(K)4q461KN`1,2KL,
where
‚(K)"1# +
m|A`,1y$%' myK
k2 (m) <
p|I,p @m
A
1!a
p
a
p
B ,
where k is the Mo¨bius function for A.
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose integer K50 and 0Oa3A. …e have
+
m|A`,$%' myK
(m,a)/1
k2 (m)
/ (m)
5/ (a)
Da D
) (K#1).
Proof. See [3, Lemma 4.2]. j
Let f3A
`
, a3A and let N be a positive integer satisfying ( f, a)"1 and
N#deg a(deg f. Let I(N; a, f ) be the number of p3I such that p"f!ah
for some h3A with deg h4N. The purpose of this section is to deduce an
upper bound for I(N; a, f ) via our Large Sieve Inequality for A. We define
X to be the set of h3A satisfying deg h4N and f!ah3I. For any p3I, we
take
a
p
"G
q$%' p!1
q$%' p
1
if deg p(deg f, pPa;
otherwise.
It is clear that
d(X
p
)4a
p
)d(A/pA),
278 NOTEfor all p3I. By Theorem 2.1, we have
I (N; a, f )"d(X)4q461KN`1,2KL‚ (K) .
If K(deg f, then by the definition of a
p
and Lemma 2.2, we obtain
‚ (K)"1# +
m|A`
1y$%' myK
k2(m) <
p|I
p @m
A
1!a
p
a
p
B
" +
m|A`,$%' myK
(m,a)/1
k2 (m)
/(m)
5/ (a)
Da D
) (K#1).
Let K"(N#1)/2 if N is odd; K"N/2 if N is even. We obtain
THEOREM 2.3. ‚et f3A
`
, a3A and let N be a positive integer such that
( f, a)"1 and N#deg a(deg f. …e have
I(N; a, f )42 ) Da D ) qN`1
/ (a)(N#2) .
If we take a"1, we get
COROLLARY 2.4. ‚et f3A
`
and let N be a positive integer such that
N(deg f. „hen the number of irreducibles p3I such that deg( f!p)4N does
not exceed
2 )
qN`1
N#2 .
If we take a"„d (d51), we get
COROLLARY 2.5. ‚et f3A
`
and let N be a positive integer such that
N#d(deg f. „hen the number of p3I such that „d D (p!f ) and
deg( f!p)4d#N does not exceed
2 )
qN`2
(q!1)(N#2) .
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PROBLEM
Suppose g, dO0 are in A. Let n (N; d, g) denote the number of irreducibles
p3I of degree N such that p,g (mod d). If (d, g)"1, then we have (cf. [4,
Corollary 2.5])
qN
/ (d)N
!3#deg d
N
) qN@2(n (N; d, g)4 qN
/ (d)N
#degN
N
) qN@2. (3.1)
Let ‰ be a positive number. By Eq. (3.1) we have
+
d|A`, @d@yqN@2@NY
max
g|A, (g,d)/1
K n (N; d, g)!
1
/ (d)
)
qN
N K
44 +
d|A`, @d@yqN@2@NY
qN@244qN/NY. (3.2)
In [3], Theorem 4.3, as a consequence of our Large Sieve Inequality, we get
a Brun—Titchmarsh Inequality for A as
n (N; d, g)42 ) qN
/ (d) (N!deg d#1) , for N’deg d51 and (d, g)"1.
LEEMMA 3.1. Fix g3A nonzero. …e have
+
d|A`,$%' dyN
(d,g)/1
1
/ (d )
"/(g)
Dg D
)N <
p|I,p @g
A 1#
1
Dp D( Dp D!1)B#O(1),
where the implied constant depends only on g.
Proof. It follows from
1
/ (d)
" 1
Dd D
+
h|A`,h@d
k2 (h)
/(h)
that
+
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h|A`,$%' hyN
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Since
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by /(p)"DpD!1 for all p3I, we obtain
+
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where the implied constant depends only on g. j
THEOREM 3.2. ‚et g be a fixed non-zero polynomial in A. …e have
+
p1|I,$%' p1/N
q (p
1
!g)"/ (g)
Dg D
) qN <
p|I, pPg
A 1#
1
Dp D ( DpD!1)B#OA
qN ) lnN
N B,
as NPR, where the implied constant depends only on g.
Proof. Suppose N’deg g. We have
+
p1|I,$%' p1/N
q(p
1
!g)
"2 +
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+
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1
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using the Brun—Titchmarsh Inequality for A
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1
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by Eq. (3.2)
"/ (g)
Dg D
) qN <
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1
Dp D ( Dp D!1)B#OA
qN ) lnN
N B using Lemma 3.1.
This completes the proof. j
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